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Microfluidic Fluid Circuits (FC) and Integrated Fluid Circuit (IFC) 

 

In articles published at our website(1), we have discussed the different scales involved in the 

design and manufacture of microfluidic devices. In the regime of dimensions smaller than 100 

microns, the geometries and surface properties are important for the performance of the 

device. In this regime, manufacturing methods are an integral consideration in achieving 

performance and are often expensive. In the regime of device dimensions larger than 100 

microns, the features in the device serve as conduits for the transport of fluids to perform a 

multistep assay with multiple fluid streams that need to be mixed and transported to the 

detector. For devices in which the features are important for functional performance, the 

microfluidic component is akin to an integrated circuit. In the regime where the features serve 

to toggle fluid from one part of the device to another, the component is similar to a printed 

circuit board and the methods of manufacture are not critical to achieving performance.  

 

To distinguish between these two regimes, I refer to fluid circuits (FC) and integrated fluidic 

circuits (IFC). The former being similar to analogue printed circuit boards (PCB) in their 

function, while the later are similar to digital integrated circuit processors (ICP) in their 

specialized functions and the dependence of their function on specific geometries and 

surface properties. Microfluidic FCs perform a variety of functions that rely less on surface 

properties and more on the analogue control of pressure drops in the system.  As with 

PCBs in which one applies an electric potential to manage the bulk flow of electrons 

through the circuit, we use a pressure potential to control fluid in the circuit. 

 

In analogue electric circuits, combinations of components such as resistors and capacitors, 

create unique functions of the circuit. Similar functions are created in microfluidic circuits 

with the integration of membranes, valves, and step changes in the device geometry. Some 

of the functions, such as pressure drops across porous membranes, create resistors that can 

control flow rates and flow paths in the device.  

 

An example of this is the multiwell cell culture card we developed with NASA for the 

nanosatellite  program which developed technology to support autonomous biological 

experiments in near earth orbit(2). In this device, shown in figure 1, there are ten wells 

arranged along two columns. Each well in both columns is connected to a common input that 
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was used to deliver fluid to each of ten wells. An important design consideration was to have 

a single input feed all ten wells at the same rate when the stasis media was replaced with 

growth media once the satellite package reached orbit and was powered up to run the 

experiment. To achieve the same flow rate across all ten wells, a fixed area porous membrane 

was integrated at the inlet and outlet. Because the pressure drop across the membrane was 

much higher than across the membranes, the growth media first filled the feed input, and 

then flowed at the same rate across each chamber, initiating the cell growth experiment. Thus 

by balancing the channel geometry with the membrane geometry, a series of ten precision 

resistors in parallel allowed fluid to flow at the same rate across each chamber.  

 

While some fluid functions such as resistance and capacitance are like analogue circuits, other 

important functions require other features and components. This is where on board valves, 

which are controlled by the application of resistance in the channel through a flexible material 

seated in the device, or diaphragm valve, provides the network of variable pressure potentials 

needed to drive device function.  

 

In this paper we explore the different styles of valves, their control and method of actuation. 

 

What are On-Board Valves and how do they work?  

 

On board valves provide control of the fluid circuit through the external application of 

pressure against a flexible material. The main advantages are the ability to add a lot of 

functions in a small area, making it compatible with small portable test platforms, and the 

ability to de-couple the electromechanical components from the fluids, enabling disposable 

fluidic devices in which the fluids never contact the electromechanical components. 

 

Valve Types – Active or Passive 

 

Active Valves 

• Diaphragm valves – flexible layer that when actuated closes off fluid flow, can 

be “normally open” or “normally closed” configuration. 

• Rotary Valves – insert of a molded part which is turned to connect and 

disconnect different fluid streams. 

Methods of Actuation for Diaphragm Valves 

• Mechanical interface with a plunger actuated against the diaphragm 

• Pneumatic Interface with airlines & solenoid valves to control opening and 

closing of the diaphragm in the device. 
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Passive Valves 

• Capillary break valves  

• One-way check valves 

Methods of Actuation for Passive Valves 

• Capillary break valves - Used for initial fluid sample metering or collection, 

then a secondary force behind sample breaches valve to make it available for 

downstream processing. Used in centrifugal-force actuation of CD style 

microfluidics, and for metered filling of blood 

(typically) into a cartridge that slides into an 

instrument.  

• Check valves – Elastomeric components 

engineered to open at a reliable ‘cracking force’. 

Check valves prevent fluid moving in reverse, 

and counteract a downstream force on the fluid. 

Functionally, these valves are “normally closed”. 

 

Table of Active Valves used in Microfluidics 
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Methods of Manufacture and Impact on Cartridge Cost of Manufacture 

 

The practical integration of valves requires consideration of the method of manufacture and 

assembly into the device. There are four methods of integrating on board valves into a 

microfluidic cartridge.  

 

• Integrated into batch or roll to roll mfg. of laminate assembly 

• Pick and place of the valve components into a molded component 

• Compression assembly of flexible layer with rigid molded components 

• Form-in-place or over molding of flexible material 

 

Of these, only two are part of the device manufacture: 1) Integrated batch or roll-to-roll 

manufacture in a laminate assembly; 2) Form-in-place or over molding of a flexible material. 

The other two methods require multiple assembly steps with a method of ensuring correct 

placement for reliable performance. The importance of the method of valve integration 

greatly impacts the cost of assembly and the cost of quality. For manufacturing processes in 

which the valves are part of a component subassembly, the cost of quality and manufacture 

is easily part of the component manufacture and well within the cost of goods of a typical 

consumable. For any pick and place or integration of a compressible layer, the cost of 

manufacture and quality control add significant costs to the final product. Rotary valves are 

less cumbersome for assembly, but have a higher cost of quality because of the precision 

required for the components that nest together.  

 

Instrument control and integration of microfluidic cartridge control with 

electromechanical components 

 

Pneumatic Control 

• All pilot lines for control are routed to an edge. 

• Leaves area above and below cartridge open for optical or thermal control 

• Changes in cartridge design doesn’t impact instrument interface 

• Parallel actuation (multiplexing) possible, requires modification in cartridge 

only 

Mechanical control 

• limitations in packing density 

• crowds the surface of the cartridge 

• Cartridge design changes result in considerable instrument design changes, 

slowing down system integration 

• Parallel actuation (multiplexing) possible, requires modification in the 

instrument 
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Advantages of ALine’s On-Board Pneumatic Valves 

 

All of ALine’s device designs and engineered components, including our on-board valves, 

and all the functional components created with a variety of valve configurations, we have 

focused on Design for Manufacture from the prototyping stage. We design in the typical 

manufacturing tolerances considerations into all of our designs that are intended for high 

volume roll-to-roll manufacture. Our proprietary flexible material provides reliable 

performance and has been used for 13 years across 100s of devices and 100,000s of 

manufactured devices. 

 

Characteristics of ALine’s On-Board Valves 

 

• Small footprint (2mm x 3mm) - can be close packed (1mm edge to edge).  

• Low dead volume (0.5 nL) 

• Active control for both closing and opening; control for upstream or downstream 

changes in pressure. 

• Functional performance maintained with wide mfg. process tolerances. 

• Well-characterized performance with total pressure, rise time, leak rates. 

• Scaled mfg. with roll-to-roll processing. 

• Produced as a sub-assembly unit to attach to injection molded housing. 

• Low cost of goods 

• Pneumatic connections routed to edge of device, simpler, more robust clamping 

into instrument, easy to re-route during development without impacting 

instrument interface. 

• Low pressures required for control  (+/- 7 to 10 psi) 

 

Applications of ALine’s On-Board Valves 

 

ALine’s On-board valves have been integrated into commercial products including Nanomix 

and a product developed by SRI International for a BARDA program. Our designs have 

migrated to other vendors who have created slight modifications and have shown functional 

performance in prototype devices. We consider imitation a sincere form of flattery, 

attesting to the value of the laminate process for valves we developed in 2005. 

 

But just integrating on-board valves and applying vacuum and pressure at appropriate 

times, overlooks the interplay between other aspects of the device design, actuation 

protocol, and valve locations that allows for extremely sophisticated and subtle functional 

performance.  

 

We lead the industry in developing highly sophisticated yet elegantly simple designs 

managed with robust actuation protocols that perform multiplexed, multi-reagent, and 
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multi-step assays, including bead-based assays that have achieved picomolar fluorescence 

detection sensitivity. 

 

(1) Microfluidic Product Design and Manufacturing Challenges, L.M. Levine, October 2018 

(2) Polymer Laminate Cell Culture Card Supports Nasa’s Astrobionics Program, L.M. Levine, et.al. 2016 

 

About ALine:  

ALine specializes in the engineering, prototyping and commercialization of microfluidics-based, Lab-
on-a-Chip products. What makes ALine unique is that we have both scientists and engineers who 
understand the biology and chemistry of the tests being performed, and then apply that expertise to 
deliver engineered products that perform. This allows us to shorten and de-risk the development 
process. 
 
With 15 years in business, and thousands of customers, we’ve developed a depth of expertise with 
engineered solutions that our customers leverage to move quickly from research to development and 
product transfer. 
 
Our clients count on us to deliver more than a device, they count on us to deliver industry know-how 
in the development of Lab on a Chip products. 

 

Contact us at info@alineinc.com or call 877-707-8575 to discuss your microfluidic requirements. 
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